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INTRODUCTION

A nearly universal feature of human cancer is the widespread rearrangement of chromosomes as a result of chromosomal instability (1). Such structural alterations begin to occur at the earliest stages of tumorigenesis and persist throughout tumor development. The consequences of chromosomal instability can include copy number alterations (duplications, amplifications, and deletions), inversions, insertions, and translocations (2). Historically, the ability to detect such alterations has been limited by the resolution of genetic analyses. However, a number of more recent approaches, including high-density oligonucleotide arrays and high-throughput sequencing, have allowed detection of changes at much higher resolution (3–15).

Tumor-specific (somatic) chromosomal rearrangements have the potential to serve as highly sensitive biomarkers for tumor detection. Such alterations are not present in normal cells and should be exquisitely specific. Rearrangement-associated biomarkers therefore offer a reliable measure that would be useful for monitoring tumor response to specific therapies, detecting residual disease after surgery, and long-term clinical management. Recurrent somatic structural alterations, such as those involving the BCR-ABL oncogene (the target of the Philadelphia chromosome translocation), immunoglobulin genes, T cell receptor genes, and the retinoic acid receptor α gene, have been shown to be useful as diagnostic markers in certain hematopoietic malignancies (16–20). However, recurrent structural alterations do not generally occur in most solid tumors. We reasoned that any structural alteration identified in an individual’s tumor could be used for analogous purposes, whether it was found in tumors of the same type in other individuals and whether it was a “driver”—causing a selective growth advantage—or a “passenger.” We describe herein our efforts to implement this concept in representative examples of common solid tumors.

RESULTS

Description of the approach

The PARE (personalized analysis of rearranged ends) approach, shown schematically in Fig. 1, requires the identification of patient-specific rearrangements in tumor samples. To determine the feasibility of identifying such alterations using next-generation sequencing approaches, we initially analyzed four tumor samples (two colon and two breast tumors) and their matched normal tissue samples using the Applied Biosystems SOLID System (Table 1). Genomic DNA from each sample was purified, sheared, and used to generate libraries with mate-paired tags ~1.4 kb apart. Libraries were digitally amplified by emulsion polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on magnetic beads (21), and 25-bp mate-paired tags were sequenced using the sequencing-by-ligation approach (15, 22). An average of 198.1 million 25-bp reads was obtained for each sample, where each read aligned perfectly and was uniquely localized in the reference human genome (hg18), resulting in 4.95 Gb of mappable sequence per sample. An average of 40 million mate-paired reads, where both tags were perfectly mapped to the reference human genome, was obtained for each sample. The total amount of genome base pairs covered by the mate-paired analysis (that is, distance between mate-paired tags × number of mate-paired tags) was 53.6 Gb per sample, or an 18-fold physical coverage of the human genome.

Identification of somatic rearrangements

Two methods were used to identify somatic rearrangements from these data (fig. S1). The first approach involved searching for tags whose mate pairs were derived from different chromosomes (interchromosomal rearrangements). The high physical coverage of breakpoints provided by the ~40 million mate-paired sequences per sample (Table 1) suggested that a large fraction of such translocations could be identified. End sequences from such mate-paired tags were grouped into 1-kb bins, and those bin pairs that were observed at least five times were analyzed further. The requirement for five or more occurrences minimized the chance that the presumptive fusion sequences
represent incorrect mapping to the reference genome or artifacts of library construction. Comparison with SOLiD libraries made from the matched normal samples reduced the possibility that the fusion sequences represented rare germline variants rather than somatic events.

The second approach combined mate-paired tag data with copy number alterations identified by analyses of individual 25-bp tags. Tumor-specific copy number alterations are often associated with de novo rearrangements (23), and the boundaries of such alterations

![Fig. 1. Schematic of PARE approach. The method is based on next-generation mate-paired analysis of resected tumor DNA to identify individualized tumor-specific rearrangements. Such alterations are used to develop PCR-based quantitative analyses for personalized tumor monitoring of plasma samples or other bodily fluids.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary of mate-paired tag libraries.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samples</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colon cancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co108 tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co108 normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co84 tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co84 normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hx402 tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hx403 tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breast cancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7 tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7 normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5 tumor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5 normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of beads corresponds to the number of magnetic beads containing clonally amplified DNA fragments and represents the maximal number of raw sequence reads for each run.*
would be expected to contain novel junctions not present in the human genome. To identify somatic copy number gains, losses, high-amplitude amplifications, and homozygous deletions, we grouped tags into nonoverlapping 3-kb bins. Normalized tag densities, defined as the number of tags per bin divided by average number of tags per bin, were determined for all 3-kb bins in each sample. Bins that displayed tag density ratios of >1.75 or <0.25 in two or more normal tissue samples (corresponding to <6% of all bins) were discarded from the analysis. This eliminated confounding regions of common germline copy number variation and resulted in 892,567 bins that were analyzed in each tumor sample. Comparison of 256 million reads from colorectal tumor sample Co84 with Illumina arrays containing ~1 million single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) probes and with a ~1 million Digital Karyotyping tag library obtained with Sanger sequencing showed high concordance for copy number alterations among the three platforms (fig. S2 and table S1). With the higher resolution afforded by the SOLiD data, we were able to identify additional copy number changes not detected with the other methods (table S2). Boundary regions of copy number alteration were analyzed to identify mate-paired tags corresponding to rearranged DNA sequences. These included fusion of DNA sequences that have inappropriate spacing, order, or orientation on the same chromosome (intrachromosomal rearrangements), or inappropriate joining of sequences from different chromosomes (interchromosomal rearrangements).

Through these two approaches, we identified 57 regions containing putative somatic rearrangements, with an average of 14 rearrangements per sample (Table 2). Of these, an average of seven represented interchromosomal rearrangements and seven represented intrachromosomal rearrangements. For confirmation, we designed primers to 42 of the paired-end regions and used them for PCR spanning the putative breakpoints. Thirty-five of these (83%) yielded PCR products of the expected size in the tumor samples but not in the normal samples (Fig. 2 and table S3). Sanger sequencing of seven PCR products confirmed the rearrangements in all cases tested. Although there was variation in the number of detected alterations per sample (range, 7 to 21), all four tumor samples were found to have at least four bona fide somatic rearrangements through this approach.

Table 2. Summary of rearrangements identified in tumor samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Intrachromosomal</th>
<th>Interchromosomal</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Confirmed somatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total rearrangements</td>
<td>Rearrangements</td>
<td>Tested</td>
<td>Rearrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tumor and normal libraries</td>
<td>Tumor libraries</td>
<td>Tumor libraries</td>
<td>Tumor libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co108</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co402</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co403</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Detection of tumor-specific rearrangements in breast and colorectal cancers. Two representative rearrangements are shown for each tumor sample. (A) PCR amplification across breakpoint regions. MW, molecular weight; T, tumor; N, normal. (B) Genomic coordinates for a representative mate pair of each rearrangement.
normal library. We were able to identify 11 confirmed somatic alterations (4 in Hx402 and 7 in Hx403) out of 21 candidate changes tested (table S3).

**Development of PARE biomarkers from rearranged sequences**

Each of the rearranged sequences identified through PARE was unique, as no identical rearrangement was found in any of the other five tumor samples. To determine the utility of these rearranged sequences to serve as potential biomarkers, we designed PCR assays to detect them in the presence of increasing amounts of normal DNA. These conditions simulate detection of tumor DNA from patient blood or other bodily fluids, where tumor DNA constitutes a minority of total DNA. PCR products representing a rearranged region from each of the six dilutions of tumor DNA could be identified, even in mixtures of DNA containing 1 cancer genome equivalent among ~390,000 normal genome equivalents (Fig. 3). Furthermore, no background PCR products were discernible when DNA from normal tissues was used as control.

To determine whether the rearranged sequences could actually be detected in clinical samples, we evaluated circulating DNA from plasma samples of patients Hx402 and Hx403. The sample from patient Hx403 was obtained before surgery, whereas the samples from patient Hx402 were obtained before and after surgery. A chromosome 4:8 translocation associated with an amplification was used in tumor Hx402, and an intrachromosomal rearrangement associated with a homozygous deletion of chromosome 16 was used in tumor Hx403. PCR amplification of plasma DNA using primers spanning the breakpoints produced products of the expected sizes only in the plasma samples from patients with disease and not in plasma from healthy controls (Fig. 4A). Sequencing of the PCR products from plasma DNA identified the identical breakpoints observed in the tumor DNA samples.

We next determined whether circulating tumor-derived rearranged DNA could be quantitatively measured in patient plasma. Digital PCR analyses of plasma samples from patient Hx402 indicated that rearranged tumor DNA was detectable at all six time points analyzed throughout the course of treatment (Fig. 4B). The fraction of mutant DNA present in plasma samples was 37% just before surgery but decreased to 14% 1 day after resection of the primary tumor. The mutant DNA fraction decreased further after chemotherapy and subsequent removal of metastatic lesions from the right lobe of the liver. However, the fraction of mutant tumor DNA did not reach zero (remaining at 0.3% at day 137), consistent with the fact that this patient had residual metastatic lesions in the remaining left lobe of the liver.

**DISCUSSION**

These results demonstrate that massively parallel sequencing can be used to develop personalized biomarkers based on somatic rearrangements. We were able to identify tumor-specific markers in each of the six breast and colorectal cancer cases analyzed. Moreover, we demon...
Cancer patients, PARE affords a timely method for uniquely sensitive and specific tumor monitoring.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Clinical samples and cell lines
DNA samples were obtained from early-passage xenografts and cell lines of breast and colorectal cancers as described (26). Normal DNA samples were obtained from matched normal tissue. Plasma samples were collected from colorectal cancer patients Hx402 and Hx403 and from an unrelated normal control. All samples were obtained in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

Digital Karyotyping and Illumina BeadChip arrays
A Digital Karyotyping library for colorectal cancer cell line Co84C was constructed as previously described (6). In summary, 17-bp genomic DNA tags were generated using the NlaIII and SacI restriction enzymes. The experimental tags obtained were concatenated, cloned, and sequenced. Previously described software was used to extract the experimental tags from the sequencing data. The sequences of the experimental tags were compared to the predicted virtual tags extracted from the human genome reference sequence. Amplifications were identified using sliding windows of variable sizes, and windows with tag density ratios of ≥6 were considered to represent amplified regions.

The Illumina Infinium II Whole Genome Genotyping Assay using the BeadChip platform was used to analyze the colorectal cancer cell line Co84C at 317K SNP loci from the Human HapMap collection. This assay is a two-step procedure: First the sample is hybridized to a 50-nucleotide oligo, and then the SNP position is interrogated by a two-color fluorescent single-base extension. Image files and data normalization were processed as previously described (10). Amplifications were defined as regions having at least 1 SNP with a LogR ratio of ≥1.4, at least 1 in 10 SNPs with a LogR ratio of ≥1, and an average LogR ratio of the entire region of ≥0.9.

SOLiD library preparation and sequencing
Mate-pair libraries were generated for the SOLiD platform as described (15). In brief, genomic DNA was sheared into ~1.4-kb fragments and used as template in emulsion PCR. Fragments were coupled to beads via an adapter sequence and clonally amplified. A 3' modification of the DNA fragments allowed for covalent attachment to a slide. Sequencing primers hybridized to the adapter sequence and four fluorescently labeled di-base probes were used in ligation-based sequencing. Each nucleotide is sequenced twice in two different ligation reactions, resulting in two-base encoding, which has been shown to reduce sequencing artifacts.

Sequence data were mapped to the human genome reference sequence (hg18) using the Corona SOLiD software pipeline. All 25-bp tags (for both individual tag and mate-paired tag analyses) were required to match the reference genome uniquely and without mismatches.

Analysis of single tags for copy number alterations
The SOLiD tags were filtered and the remaining tags were grouped by genomic position in nonoverlapping 3-kb bins. A tag density ratio was calculated for each bin by dividing the number of tags observed in the bin by the average number of tags expected to be in each bin (on the basis of the total number of tags obtained for chromosomes...
1 to 22 for each library divided by 849,434 total bins). The tag density ratio thereby allowed a normalized comparison between libraries containing different numbers of total tags. A control group of SOLiD libraries made from the four matched normal samples from Table 1 and two additional normal samples [CEPH (Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain) samples NA07357 and NA18507] was used to define areas of germline copy number variation or that contained a large fraction of repeated or low-complexity sequences. Any bin where at least two of the normal libraries had a tag density ratio of <0.25 or >1.75 was removed from further analysis.

Homozygous deletions were identified as three or more consecutive bins with tag ratios of <0.25 and at least one bin with a tag ratio of <0.005. Amplifications were identified as three or more consecutive bins with tag ratios of >2.5 and at least one bin with a tag ratio of >6. Single-copy gains and losses were identified through visual inspection of tag density data for each sample.

Analysis of mate-paired tags
Mate-paired tags mapping the reference genome uniquely and without mismatches were analyzed for aberrant mate-pair spacing, orientation, and ordering and categorized in 13 three-letter data formats (27). Mate pairs from the same chromosome that map at appropriate distances (~1.4 kb) and in the appropriate orientation and ordering are categorized as AAA. Mate pairs mapping to different chromosomes are categorized as C**. For the analysis of translocations of the PARE approach, we focused on C** mate pairs, whereas for analysis of rearrangements adjacent to copy number alterations, we chose all non-AAA (including C**) mate pairs for further analysis.

PARE identification and confirmation of candidate rearrangements
To identify candidate translocations, we grouped C** mate-pair tags in 1-kb bins and looked for bin pairs that were observed five or more times in the tumor sample but that were not observed in the matched normal sample. For identification of candidate rearrangements associated with copy number alterations, we analyzed the 10-kb boundary regions of amplifications, homozygous deletions, or lower copy gains and losses for neighboring non-AAA tags observed more than two times in the tumor but not in the matched normal sample. In the case of Hx402 and Hx403, the analysis of rearrangements adjacent to copy number alterations was performed in the absence of SOLiD libraries from normal tissue.

Mate-pair tag sequences associated with a candidate rearrangement were used as target sequences for primer design using Primer3 (28). When primers could not be designed from tag sequences alone, adjacent genomic sequence up to 100 bp was used for primer design. The observed rearranged tag ordering and orientation was used for Primer3 queries. Primers were used for PCR on tumor and matched normal samples as previously described (26). The candidate rearrangement was confirmed if a PCR product of the expected size was seen in the tumor but not in the matched normal sample. Sanger sequencing of PCR products was used to identify sequence breakpoint in a subset of cases.

Detection of PARE biomarker in human plasma
To determine the sensitivity of rearranged biomarkers in the presence of normal DNA, we used serial dilutions of tumor-normal DNA mixtures as templates for PCR using primers for the chromosome 4:8 translocation in Hx402. The tumor DNA dilution began at 1:125 tumor-normal and continued as a one-in-five serial dilution until reaching 1:390,625 tumor-normal mixture. PCR was performed for each of the six tumor-normal DNA mixtures and for the normal DNA control using translocation-specific primers as well as control primers from chromosome 3.

Human plasma samples (1 ml) were obtained from patients Hx402 and Hx403 and from a control individual, and DNA was purified as described (29). Whole-genome amplification of plasma DNA was performed by ligation of adaptor sequences and PCR amplification with universal primers from the Illumina Genomic DNA Sample Prep kit. Primers designed to amplify ~200-bp fragments spanning each PARE rearrangement were used in PCR from total plasma DNA using patient or control samples. Digital PCR of plasma DNA dilutions from patient Hx402 using rearrangement-specific and control primers was used to quantitate the fraction-mutated DNA molecules.
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PARE Personalizes Cancer Genetics

A diagnosis of cancer shatters the view of the world in an individual's mind. A world that once moved as comfortably as the pace of one's own life suddenly moves all too quickly. The individual starts asking questions and searching for possible remedies, and soon learns about the shockingly slow pace of successful cancer research. In the case of solid tumors, conventional surgical excision blanketed with "one size fits all" drug treatments simply fails to be universally effective in the long term. Cancer research has begun to shift to a more focused, personal approach that involves tailoring therapies directly to the complexity inherent in each individual—an area that holds considerable promise. But the differences among individuals are not the only layer of complexity hindering effective treatment. The intrinsic differences that accumulate over the course of tumor progression among similar tumor types hold the key to unlocking a truly personal remedy, a barcode, to cancer.

Now, Leary et al. make use of a massively parallel sequencing technique—personalized analysis of rearranged ends (PARE)—to home in on the unique DNA rearrangements present in tumors that differ from the rearrangements present in nontumor DNA from a small subset of individuals. They provide evidence for a highly sensitive, reliable, and cost-effective method, a foundation from which the annotation of large numbers of such tumor signatures will yield a personal cancer code. In an arena that takes small steps, PARE offers a leap forward in the clinical management and treatment of solid tumors, revealing true biomarkers that enable monitoring of individual tumor progression, tailoring of response to therapeutic treatment, and identification of residual disease at a level previously undetectable by current methods.